Abstract-Due to the NP-hardness of factor-graph optimization, obtaining exact solutions to problems with a large variable domain is generally not possible. Max-sum (max-product) belief propagation (BP) is a distributed message-passing heuristic that has found popularity due to its ability to generate approximate solutions to such factor-graph problems in a distributed fashion. Because max-sum BP generally provides no indication of solution quality, researchers have sought alternative algorithms to generate approximate (and, in some cases, exact) solutions, the most successful of which operate on a relaxation of the integer programming form of an equivalent maximum a posteriori estimation problem. While such linear-programming-based algorithms perform well in empirical studies, there are limits to the variable domain size for which they are tractable. Via a case study in weather-radar coordination, we demonstrate that the decentralized max-sum BP algorithm remains useful for generating quality solutions to problems with a large variable domain. Our custom simulation tool facilitates a comparison of the performance of algorithms with respect to adaptive weather-radar scanning resource allocation across three weather scenarios. In addition to no adaptive scanning, the algorithms include four max-sum-BP-based algorithms: decentralized distributed max-sum BP, self-terminating tree-based bounded approximation, tabu search implemented in a centralized fashion, and a combination of the latter two. Performance is measured by the end-user utility for all algorithms and by two types of approximation ratios for the tree-based bounded approximation. BP-based decentralized algorithms are found to exhibit comparable performance with a centralized algorithm and superior performance to no adaptive scanning. Furthermore, our analysis demonstrates that max-sum BP is capable of generating solutions within 67% of optimal (and typically much better) across the weather scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
Factor-graph optimization with respect to problems with large variable domains often relies on approximate solution techniques. Consider an optimization problem of the form
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and the node corresponding to variable x i if and only if x i ∈ x k . If the resulting graph is a tree, then the exact solution to the optimization problem can be recovered via dynamic programming. Otherwise, heuristics such as max-sum belief propagation (BP) can be applied to generate approximate solutions. In distributed BP-based algorithms, vector-valued messages passed between neighboring nodes propagate local variable configurations so that subsequent local updates are better informed of their effect on the global objective. See [1] for more details about factor graphs and max-sum BP.
The NP-hardness of optimization on a factor graph is established by noting that it generalizes the problem of computing a maximum a posteriori (MAP) configuration over a Markov random field (MRF), which is NP-hard [2] . Because all factor graphs can be converted into equivalent MRFs, algorithms for estimating MAP configurations can also be used for inference on factor graphs. Two recent developments in MAP estimation, namely, tree reweighted message passing [3] and primal-dual strategies [4] (both of which are derived from a relaxation to the MAP estimation problem's integer program), seek to provide upper bounds and, in some cases, exact solutions to the combinatorial optimization problem. These linear-programming-based (LP) algorithms have had success in many applications, including turbo codes, low-density parity check codes, and image restoration [3] , [4] .
Applications do arise, however, in which the variable domain is not amenable to such algorithms. For example, MAP estimation problems in which a continuous state space is discretized at high granularity (e.g., to preserve the "nuances" of a complex objective function) often exhibit exceedingly large variable domains. This is particularly true when the model is formulated initially as a factor graph as the conversion from factor graph to the MRF on which the LP-based algorithms operate produces an exponential increase in the domain of some variables [5] . Additionally, many applications enforce strict limits on the computation time allowed to reach a solution (e.g., dynamic multiagent coordination problems [6] - [10] ), so that while LP-based methods might be capable of generating optimal or nearoptimal solutions, the violation of time constraints could prohibit their use.
Through a case study in weather-radar coordination, we compare the performance of five methods: no adaptive scanning, distributed max-sum (DMS) BP, self-terminating tree-based bounded approximation (TR), tabu search implemented in a centralized fashion, and a combination of the latter two. We also demonstrate that maxsum BP and a spanning-tree-based variation introduced in [11] can generate solutions consistently within 67% of optimal in the worst case (and typically much better) to factor-graph maximizations, which are equivalent to MAP determinations on an MRF with exponentially larger variable domains.
A. Background
The Engineering Research Center for Collaborative Adaptive Sensing of the Atmosphere (CASA) is creating a new paradigm for radar systems based on dense networks of small low-cost X-Band radar devices that communicate with one another and dynamically target system resources in response to the evolving weather and end-user decision-making needs [12] . CASA radar devices are designed with a short range in order to observe the lower part of the atmosphere that National Weather Service Weather Surveillance Radar 1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) radar devices can miss due to the Earth's curvature and terrain blockage. The CASA radar devices' short-range operation also offers higher temporal and spatial resolution and faster update times as compared with WSR-88D radar devices. Because of their 2168-2216/$31.00 © 2012 IEEE low cost and small size, CASA radar devices can be deployed on existing infrastructure elements and spaced with overlapping regions of coverage, thereby creating conditions where multiple radar devices can scan the same atmosphere. This concept of a dense network of sensors increases the number of wind-to-beam intersection angles, further improving velocity detections. In experimental settings, the addition of data from these networks has been shown to improve weather forecaster decision-making performance [13] - [15] .
CASA's meteorological command and control (MC&C) automation [16] - [19] targets the radar devices to meet the need of multiple endusers. With adaptive scanning, there is a tradeoff between allocating resources to fewer elevation tilts covering a wide region in azimuth or more elevation tilt scans of a narrower region. Based on end-user needs [20] , [21] , the MC&C uses 60-s scanning cycles, of which the first 20 s are for a 360
• surveillance scan at 2
• elevation, and the remaining 40 s are allocated to targeted sector scans. By optimally selecting which radar(s) scan a given subvolume, the system can achieve a higher network-level performance than that of the individual radar devices that make up the network. When multiple radar devices simultaneously scan the same volume, independent components of the wind for 2-D and 3-D wind field estimations are available for enhanced velocity assessment.
To determine what radar will scan what number of elevations and at which specific azimuth, the MC&C first runs feature detection algorithms to identify triggers for scanning. These triggers include features such as high reflectivity areas (e.g., 40 dBZ) and rotation. Scanning tasks are created based on these features and end-user preferences captured by a set of rules encoded into the MC&C. The end-user rules specify which meteorological phenomena (i.e., triggers) are of interest to different user groups, the radar coverage required, and how often these phenomena should be scanned (the sampling rate). A contouring algorithm ensures that the scanning tasks do not miss (i.e., cutoff) portions of a larger storm. The MC&C uses a multiattribute utility optimization discussed in the following to try to obtain the most preferred outcome for each user on each scanning task of interest and to make acceptable tradeoffs when the preferred scans are not possible.
B. Problem Formulation
Due to the intractability of considering radar configurations as continuous variables (i.e., considering all possible sector scans within each radar's radius of coverage), the set of possible orientations of each radar during a particular cycle is discretized to a suitably high granularity, balancing the size of the feasible space with diminishing precision in radar positioning. Herein, we chose 21 distinct scanning configurations to ensure that the algorithms remain tractable for the optimization problem considered while providing for a substantial breadth of storm sizes and orientation. A radar can be tasked to accomplish a 360
• configuration [traditional "sit-and-spin" (SS)]. Each radar can be tasked to scan a width selected from five azimuthal widths of 120
• , 140
• , 168
• , 210
• , and 280
• . Due to the fixed cycle time, the radar can cover fewer elevations as the azimuthal width increases. If D is the azimuthal width of a configuration (in degrees), then from [18] , 840/D is the number of elevations that can be covered by the radar during one cycle when configured as such. Accordingly, all seven elevations are coverable only by configurations that cover an azimuth of 120
• . The number of starting points for each radar scan is limited to four (each corresponding azimuthal wedge can be oriented in one of four different directions, so that each orientation is offset from the previous by 90
• ). The 360
• configuration plus the 20 combinations of five azimuthal widths by four orientations allow for 21 distinct scanning configurations.
We assume n radar devices in the network. Updated from [18] , let:
≡ finite set of possible configurations for each radar, c ∈ S n = n S; T ≡set of tasks t to be scanned during the current cycle; G ≡set of end-users g; U g (t, c) ≡ utility associated with scan of task t given configuration c for end-user g; w g
≡ weight assigned to end-user g, w g ≥ 0. With this in mind, the Distributed Collaborative Adaptive Sensing (DCAS) optimization problem during a given 60-s cycle iŝ c = arg max c t∈T g∈G
The DCAS problem should be handled, in its most complete form, as a multistage optimization problem. For tractability, we limit our current focus to single-cycle optimization. As aforementioned, 40 s of a 60-s cycle are reserved for targeted scans of the atmosphere, i.e., scanning subject to the configurations returned by applying our algorithms to (2) . The optimization routines are free to run for the entire 60 s, using the data collected during the previous cycle that define an instance of (2). Equation (2) can be interpreted as maximizing the weighted end-user utility of scanning the set of tasks T , where the weights w g indicate the relative importance of each end-user group's preferences to the overall utility. A task is a 2-D polygon with an elevation attribute, which is generated by taking the convex hull of a cluster of features of the same type. Features, which are derived from the radar data, are points in 3-D space and are classified by type, such as "reflectivity," "rotation," and "storm cell," using algorithms including storm-cell identification and tracking [22] , the mesocyclone detection algorithm [23] , and the tornado vortex signature. Each task inherits the type of its constituent features. As described in [17] , tasks are generated using K-means clustering [24] . The initial centroids of the clusters are determined by sorting the detected features by their utility and using the K spatially separated objects with the highest utility as starting points for the clusters. If applicable, the initial centroids for a cluster in the current heartbeat is chosen based on the position of this task in the previous one. After clustering, filtering removes tasks with utility below a given threshold.
U g (t, c) is the utility associated with scanning task t with joint radar configuration c, subject to the preferences of end-user g. Note that tasks exist independently of end-users, so that multiple endusers may be interested in the same task but possibly with different scanning preferences. The task scanning preferences in this paper are defined in [6, Table 2 ]. The utility function U g (t, c) can be further decomposed as
where
Here, F a (t, i, c i ) = 1 if the geometric representation of task t is entirely contained within the azimuth of radar i-extended to infinity-when configured at c i . Otherwise, F a (t, i, c i ) = 0. If F a (t, i, c i ) = 1 for some feasible c i , we say that t is "in the range" of radar i. Weather radar devices are not distance invariant as a result of intervening attenuation and resolution degradation due to increased angular beam spreading as the distance to target increases. We assume a radar-to-task distance past that scan quality is unacceptable; this is modeled by F d g (t, i). F e g (t, i, c i ) models the importance of elevation coverage of tasks for end-user g. F pp is the multi-Doppler pinpointing function, which reflects the contribution (in utility) of multiple scans targeted at the same task. The graphical definitions of F d g , F e g , and F pp as used in our experiments can be found in Fig. 1 .
The parameter α ∈ [0, 1] determines the relative importance of scan distance versus scan elevations. Note that the α parameter does not describe a physical constraint relating distance and elevation; the distance at which we assume the radar can accurately detect weather phenomena is fixed a priori and is constant across all elevations at which a scan is performed. Because the proper setting for α is unknown, we describe a sensitivity analysis on this parameter in Section III.
Due to the geographic separation of the radar devices in this system and the possibility of local radar failures, the application of decentralized, distributed algorithms is warranted. [6] focuses on developing a general framework for asynchronous, distributed decision-making.
It argues that a decentralized approach to decision-making is more robust against system failures than a centralized approach, and can achieve superior results as system size increases. A distributed routing algorithm is developed in [8] for a system of wireless environmental microsensors, and the resulting decentralized algorithms achieve performance comparable with the optimal central policy across a wide range of network topologies and are also more robust against local sensor failures. It is argued in [10] that max-sum algorithms are well suited for real-time decision-making in multiagent systems due to their asynchronous nature, and we focus primarily on max-sum algorithms herein largely due to this attractive property.
Optimization problem (2) is representable by a factor graph, with variable nodes corresponding to radar devices with joint configuration c, and function nodes corresponding to tasks t ∈ T . A link connects a variable node (radar i) to a function node (task t) if and only if the task is "in the range" of the corresponding radar, i.e., if F a (t, i, c i ) = 1 for some c i ∈ S. In our application, the utility functions U g (t, ·) are often loosely coupled by shared radar dependence, and such a network topology can be leveraged by the distributed nature of max-sum BP algorithms.
To apply the LP-based methods discussed earlier, the factor graph is first converted into an MRF [5] . In doing so, the domain of MRF variables corresponding to tasks will have a domain of size 21
k , where k is the number of radar devices for which the task is in range, and 21 is the number of possible unique scanning configurations for each radar. The exponentially large domains of such nodes make the application of LP-based methods intractable for realistic scenarios, particularly when the 60-s time constraint is enforced. Thus, in addition to a traditional SS configuration, we evaluate four max-sum-BPbased algorithms-which act on the original factor graph-through a simulation study detailed in the following.
The application of factor graphs and the max-sum algorithm to distributed multiagent coordination problems is not novel. For instance, Vlassis et al. [10] examine a general framework for applying max-sum to such problems. Specific applications of max-sum to the coordination of multisensor target tracking systems and low-power embedded devices can be found in [25] and [26] , respectively. Note that [7] also applies max-sum BP techniques to the CASA resource allocation problem. Although closely related, this paper is distinct for its explicit consideration of performance bounds, the application of a self-terminating message-passing algorithm (see [11] ), a sensitivity analysis related to a scan distance versus scan elevation tradeoff parameter, and the use of twice as many radar configurations.
II. METHODS

A. Apparatus
Similar to [27] and [28] , we have created a Java-based simulation tool to facilitate our algorithm performance comparison. The simulation input "scenario" file includes the number and placement of weather radar devices, the set of allowable scanning configurations, weather-event placement and properties, and algorithm choice. Output-dependent variables are described in the following. A negligible variation (orders of magnitude smaller than the output) occurs across simulation runs, due to the nondeterministic execution of simulation threads in the Java implementation, and the placement of features within weather-event ellipsoids. An animation allows the analyst to visually track the dynamic evolution of the system.
B. Independent Variables
Three independent variables define each simulation run. Weather Scenarios: Three scenarios are designed to vary resource contention: "weather everywhere," "regionalized weather," and "localized weather." In each scenario, 627 radar devices are aligned in a 19-by-33 grid, with overlapping coverage. The "weather everywhere" scenario consists of a single weather-event ellipsoid uniformly populated with reflectivity features. This scenario captures the behavior of a weather system in which the benefits of collaborative scanning are dampened by the demand for resources. The "regionalized weather" scenario contains eight weather-event ellipsoids (three reflectivity, three storm cells, and two rotations) which are spaced far enough apart so that each corresponds to a unique ("regional") factor graph of task and radar nodes after feature detection and clustering are performed. The "localized weather" scenario is populated by 40 weather-event ellipsoids of varying types (i.e., reflectivity, storm cells, and rotations). The ellipsoid size is kept sufficiently small so as to minimize resource contention relative to scenarios 1 and 2.
After features are clustered into tasks, a "weather everywhere" scenario realization generally consists of one factor graph with 1538 task nodes and 4507 edges, a "regionalized weather" scenario realization generally consists of eight disjoint factor graphs with 623 task nodes and 1834 edges, and a "localized weather" scenario realization generally consists of 40 disjoint factor graphs with 282 task nodes and 773 edges. Fig. 2 contains a screenshot of each scenario as it appears prior to the simulation's execution (left column), and after features are clustered into tasks (right column).
Tradeoff Parameter α: The utility function for each task is parameterized by α ∈ [0, 1], which governs the tradeoff between distance and elevation for each scanning action. When α = 0, scan quality is completely determined by the distance from the radar to a task's centroid; when α = 1, scan quality is completely determined by the number of elevations at which the task is scanned. Herein α is varied from 0 to 1 by 0.05.
Algorithms: The algorithms are: 1) static "SS" strategy; 2) DMS [26] ; 3) a TR; 4) a simple tabu search heuristic [29] (TABU); and 5) a combination of TR and TABU (TR-TABU).
The SS algorithm allows for two 360
• scans at 1 • and 3
• in elevation during the 40-s targeted sector scan period. DMS was described in Section I, and additional details can be found in [26] . TR essentially applies max-sum to a spanning tree of the factor graph, removing those dependence links that are "least important" [11] . With TR-TABU, the joint configuration returned by TR is used to seed TABU, which runs for what remains of the 60-s cycle. TABU, in contrast to the BP-based algorithms, is implemented in a centralized fashion, with the exception that the algorithm is run in parallel on the disjoint factor graphs of a scenario. As such, TABU serves as a centralized benchmark to which the decentralized BP-based algorithms can be compared.
During each iteration of TABU, the algorithm changes a single radar's configuration. To this end, the radar devices are ordered randomly and considered in turn, and for each radar device, all of its possible configurations are considered in a random order. If changing the configuration of a single radar device produces a better solution than any found thus far, the move is made, the resulting joint configuration is added to the tabu list, and the process resets. If no configuration change produces a better solution than any found thus far, then the configuration change leading to the best solution among those considered during the current iteration is made, and the resulting joint configuration is added to the tabu list. Therefore, it is possible to make a move that decreases the solution quality of the current joint configuration, for the purpose of escaping local maxima. Joint configurations remain on the tabu list for exactly three iterations after visitation before they are removed. The performance of TABU was found to be relatively insensitive to this duration parameter due to the relatively short amount of time that the algorithm was given to run, and a size of three was found sufficient to allow for the escaping of local maxima. Because our tabu list is composed of actual joint configurations, as opposed to attributes derived from configurations, our implementation does not include an aspiration criterion-which is a condition allowing a tabu move to be made when making such a move would produce a solution better than any found thus far. The best solution found thus far is tracked throughout the execution of the algorithm and is returned upon termination.
C. Dependent Variables
End-User Utility: The end-user utility, which is described in Section I-B, is the weighted utility associated with scanning the current set of tasks, as defined in (2) . The utility achieved by each of these algorithms is denoted by U DMS , U TR , U TABU , U TR−TABU , and U SS . For example, if c DMS is the configuration generated by algorithm DMS, then
Tree-Based Approximation Ratio: The approximation ratio ρ [11] is relevant to the TR algorithm. It is obtained via the construction of a maximum spanning tree of the original factor-graph representation of (2), where the weight of an edge joining a radar node to a task node represents the largest impact that the radar can have on satisfying the end-user utility associated with the adjacent task.
Let w t,i indicate the edge weight used to compute the maximum spanning tree of the factor graph during an application of TR, corresponding to the link joining task t and radar i. From [11] , we have
where f t (c) = g∈G w g U g (t, c). If U * is the optimal objective to optimization problem (2), then from [11] , we have
Here, U STR is the utility corresponding to the solution of TR evaluated on the spanning tree of the original factor graph, and W is the sum of the weights removed from the original factor graph to produce the maximum spanning tree.
Simple Approximation Ratio: The "simple" approximation ratio is given by the tree-based approximation's objective divided by the following:
The quantity in (5) is an upper bound to the optimal solution to (2) obtained by maximizing over each task independently. Given the utility U for some configuration c, the corresponding "simple" approximation ratio for the instance is then given by U UB /U . Thus, U UB /U TR is the "simple" approximation ratio for algorithm TR.
D. Data Analysis Procedure
The simulation execution design is a factorial design of three weather scenarios by 21 α values by five algorithms, with 100 replicates for each combination. A set of 100 unique random number seeds is used to generate the replicates for each scenario-algorithm-α combination. Separate two factor factorial ANOVAs are conducted for each weather scenario in order to investigate the impact of the algorithms and α values. 
III. RESULTS
A. End-User Utility Performance
For each scenario, the algorithm and α effects and their interaction are significant with p-values of less than 0.001. Post hoc Tukey's pairwise comparisons were significant with p-values of less than 0.001.
We plot the average normalized utility curves in Fig. 3 : the average utility satisfied by each algorithm divided by the average utility satisfied by TABU for each α. In Fig. 3 , we see that the SS strategy is dominated, in the large, by all other algorithms under consideration. SS is a viable alternative only in the degenerate case of α = 0, i.e., when scan quality is completely determined by scan distance, with scan elevation playing no role. In all scenarios, TR is the worst performer among all nontrivial algorithms (i.e., all algorithms other than SS). Fig. 3 does demonstrate, however, that the relatively poor solution quality of TR can be offset by using the solution to seed TABU (TR-TABU) during the residual cycle time after TR terminates. While DMS outperforms TABU and TR-TABU in the "weather everywhere" scenario, those algorithms utilizing tabu search perform comparatively well in the "localized weather scenario." In the "regionalized weather" scenario, between the two extremes, there are limited performance differences between DMS and those utilizing tabu search (TABU and TR-TABU).
B. Approximation Ratios
In Fig. 4 , we plot the average approximation ratios ρ and U UB /U TR (the "simple" ratio for TR) across the three scenarios. These plots can be used to gauge the worst case performance of the tree-based algorithm for varying levels of resource contention. Due to the comparatively small factor graphs in the "localized" weather scenario, we are able to brute force the true optimal U * to (2) via enumeration, which allows us to more accurately assess algorithm performance in this scenario. The other two scenarios are not amenable to brute force due to the larger factor graphs involved.
The "simple" ratio U UB /U TR is always smaller than ρ and is therefore the tightest indicator of TR's performance. It follows that the largest value of the "simple" ratio-across all scenarios and all values α-is indicative of the farthest that we should expect U TR to be from the true optimal, regardless of experimental conditions. The "simple" ratio achieves its maximum slightly above 67% (0.67 ≈ 1/1.5) in the "weather everywhere" scenario. Therefore, we should expect U TR to be within 67% of optimal in the worst case but typically much better as evidenced in Fig. 4 . Using a brute-force enumeration approach to solve (2) in the "localized weather" scenario, we find that TR is in fact always within 97% of optimal for any α, so that the ratios in Fig. 4 significantly understate algorithm performance in this case.
IV. DISCUSSION
Through a case study in decentralized weather-radar coordination, we have demonstrated the usefulness of DMS BP for addressing an optimization problem on a factor graph, where variable domains can grow exponentially large in the MRF representation. While the maxsum BP algorithms provide no performance guarantees, our results demonstrate that the tree-based variant TR is, in the worst case, within 67% of optimal across all scenarios. Additionally, the performance of the heuristics considered significantly dominate the default SS configuration in all scenarios, further justifying their use in radar coordination strategies.
The comparatively poor performance of the SS strategy for α > 0 is due to the fact that as α increases, the introduction of the scan elevation criterion into the scan quality function rewards those algorithms that are able to take advantage of the CASA radar devices' ability to perform targeted sweeps of the atmosphere. The TR algorithm's inferior performance is not unexpected since the algorithm operates on a spanning tree of the original factor graph, sacrificing valuable information for the sake of obtaining an approximation ratio.
The superiority of DMS to TABU and TR-TABU in the "weather everywhere" scenario is explained by the nature of tabu search as a local improving heuristic. Each move will result in (at best) a modest improvement in the objective, making it difficult to uncover an optimal (or near optimal) solution in the allotted 60 s if the seed solution is of poor quality. This is particularly true when considering the "weather everywhere" scenario, due to the sheer size of the single factor graph's configuration space. The distributed nature of DMS, on the other hand, facilitates a relatively uniform and asynchronous information exchange between neighboring radar devices throughout the entire factor graph and therefore is generally not constrained by modest iterative local improvements. TABU is most useful in the "localized weather" scenario. In this scenario, TABU is run in parallel on the 40 disjoint factor graphs; and the small sizes of their respective configuration spaces-relative to that of the "weather everywhere" scenario's single factor graph-allow the local search heuristic to obtain near-optimal configurations.
Generally, the approximation ratios deteriorate across all scenarios as α increases. This indicates that the information loss attributable to the spanning tree formation is more pronounced when scan elevation is preferred over scan distance. When scan distance is favored, radar configurations will tend to cover a larger azimuthal width than when scan elevation is favored. The result is that one radar is able to satisfy a significant amount of the utility of multiple neighboring tasks at once, thus reducing the need to communicate (and coordinate) scanning strategies with neighboring radar devices. Hence, eliminating communication channels in the formation of the spanning tree has a more significant impact on the solution quality of TR for larger α-when configurations with smaller azimuthal widths and higher elevations are preferred.
The definition of w t,i makes it clear why the approximation ratio ρ produced by TR is so loose (relative to the "simple" ratio). Because in a dense network, the radar devices in range of task t can usually be configured to point at a target away from task t, the weight w t,i often reflects the utility contribution of radar i to scanning task t in the absence of any other radar devices. As such, the combined weight W is a very pessimistic measure of the extent to which removing dependence links to form the maximum spanning tree attributes to a suboptimal solution to optimization problem (2) . In addition, it is shown in [11] that, for the case of pairwise function dependence (i.e., where each function/task node is connected to at most two variable/radar nodes in the factor graph), the maximum spanning tree formed is optimal in the sense of minimizing the resulting approximation ratio ρ. In general, this pairwise property does not hold for factor graphs in our application, and hence, W does not produce an accurate estimate of the best achievable bound.
In one sense, the approximation ratio ρ returned by TR is not useful for our application because it provides us with no additional confidence in solution quality compared with the "simple" ratio. However, this does not mean that TR itself is not useful. Rather, it generates quality feasible solutions-as evidenced by U UB /U TR -in a fraction of total cycle time (1, 3, and 13 s for the "localized," "regionalized," and "weather everywhere" scenarios, respectively), so that the resulting solutions can be used to seed a secondary optimization algorithm to be run over the time remaining (e.g., tabu search or the distributed negotiation algorithm described in [7] , for example, if there is a desire to avoid centralized algorithms entirely).
The results of this paper are consistent with those found in related literature. We have shown the performance of decentralized algorithms to be comparable with that of a centralized benchmark as in [8] . The best relative decentralized performance is demonstrated in the largest of the three scenarios ("weather everywhere," as determined by factorgraph size), agreeing with the assessment given in [6] , which states that the benefit of decentralized algorithms increases with the size of the system. Moreover, our results supports the endorsement [10] of maxsum as a good candidate for decentralized multiagent coordination problems.
Possible avenues of future work include the incorporation of historical raw weather data into the simulation scenarios and multicycle optimization. A relaxation approach to developing tighter upper bounds to the DCAS problem would also aid in the analysis of algorithm performance. The consideration of simulated local network failures would further demonstrate the robustness of decentralized strategies relative to centralized alternatives.
